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Questions 1-10
Complete the notes below.
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Notes for holiday
Travel information
Example
Will email the flight number
- must find out which 1

arriving at

- best taxi company 2
- Note: Simon lives in the 3

of the city

- Simon’s cell phone number: 4
What to pack
(to wear)
- casual clothes
- one smart dress - to wear at a 5
- a good 6
- tough 7
(to read)
- try to find book named 8

by Rex Campbell.

(for presents)
- for Janice: 9
- for Alec: 10

(with racing pictures)
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Questions 11-16
Choose the correct answer, A, B or C.

Camber’s Theme Park
11 According to the speaker, in what way is Camber’s different from
other theme parks?
A

It’s suitable for different age groups.

B

It offers lots to do in wet weather.

C

It has a focus on education.

12 The Park first opened in
A

1980.

B

1997

C

2004.

13 What’s included in the entrance fee?
A

most rides and parking

B

all rides and some exhibits

C

parking and all rides

14 Becoming a member of the Adventurers Club means
A

you can avoiding queuing so much.

B

you can enter the Park free for a year.

C

you can visit certain zones closed to other people.

15 The Future Farm zone encourages visitors to
A

buy animals as pets.

B

learn about the care of animals.

C

get close to the animals.
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16 When is hot food available in the park?
A

10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

B

11.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

C

10.30 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Questions 17-20
What special conditions apply to the following rides?
Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next
to the questions 17-20.
Special conditions for visitors
A

Must be over a certain age

B

Must use special safety equipment

C

Must avoid it if they have health
problems

D

Must wear a particular type of
clothing

E

Must be over a certain height

F

Must be accompanied by an adult
if under

Rides
17
18
19
20

River Adventure
Jungle Jim Rollercoaster
Swoop Slide
Zip Go-carts
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Questions 21-22
Choose TWO letters, A-E.
What TWO things do Brad and Helen agree to say about listening in
groups?
A
B
learn.

Listening skills are often overlooked in business training.
Learning to listen well is a skill that’s easy for most people to

C

It’s sometimes acceptable to argue against speakers.

D

Body language is very important when listening.

E

Listeners should avoid interrupting speakers.

Questions 23-24
Choose TWO letters, A-E.
What TWO things does the article say about goal-setting?
A

Meetings should start with a clear statement of goals.

B

It’s important for each individual’s goals to be explained.

C

Everybody in the group should have the same goals.

D

Goals should be a mix of the realistic and the ideal.

E

Goals must always to be achievable within a set time.

Questions 25-26
Choose TWO letters, A-E.
What TWO things do Brad and Helen agree are weak points in the
article’s section on conflict resolution?
A

It doesn’t explore the topic in enough detail.

B

It only discusses conservative views.
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C

It says nothing about the potential value of conflict.

D

It talks too much about ‘winners and losers’.

E

It doesn’t provide definitions of key terms.

Questions 27-30
What actions do Brad and Helen agree to do regarding the following
preparation tasks?
Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next
to the number.
Preparation tasks
27
28
29
30

Preparing the powerpoint
Using direct quotations
Creating a handout
Drawing up a bibliography
Action

A

Contact the tutor for clarification.

B

Check the assignment
specifications.

C

Leave it until the last task.

D

Ask a course-mate to help.

E

Find information on the Internet.

F

Look through course handbooks.

Questions 31-40
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Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.

Engineering for sustainable
development
The Greenhouse Project (Himalayan mountain region)
Problem
Short growing season because of high altitude and low 31
Fresh vegetables imported by lorry or by 32
are expensive

, so

Need to use sunlight to prevent local plants from 33
Previous programmes to provide greenhouses were 34
New greenhouse
Meets criteria for sustainability
Simple and 35
to build
Made mainly from local materials (mud or stone for the walls,
wood and 36
for the roof)
Building and maintenance done by local craftsmen
Puns solely on 37

energy

Only families who have a suitable 38
Design

can own one

Long side faces south
Strong polythene cover
Inner 39
Social benefits

are painted black or white

Owners’ status is improved
Rural 40
have greater opportunities
More children are educated
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Solution:
1

terminal

2

Pantera

3

east

4

07765 328411

5

hotel (restaurant)

6

raincoat

7

(walking) shoes

8

Mountain Lives

9

chocolate

10

a calendar

11

C

12

B

13

A

14

A

15

C

16

B

17

F

18

B

19

D

20

E

21
22

A,D

23
24

B,E

25
26

B,C

27

C

28

B

29

D

30

F

31

rainfall

32

air

33

freezing

34

unsuccessful

35

cheap

36

grass

37

solar

38

site

39

walls

40

women
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Audio Script:

SECTION 1
You will hear a woman, called Tanya, talking to her friend, called Simon, who
lives abroad. Tanya is planning to visit Simon.
Hello.
Hi, is that Tanya?
Yes ... Simon ... lovely to hear you! How are you?
Very well ... and we’re so looking forward to seeing you.
So am I.
Now I don’t have a lot of time, I’m afraid, so I wanted to make sure we’ve got
all your details. Have you confirmed your flights?
Yes I’m definitely coming on the twenty second of June.
Excellent. Have you got your Example flight number?
Not with me, I’m afraid, but I promise I’ll email it ... let me make a note of all
this.
Yes, do, because one of us’ll try to come and collect you from the airport, if we
can. I presume you’ll be coming into Q1 Terminal One?
Aggh ... I don’t know ... I’ll have to find out which one it is ...
Yes ... you must ... we don’t want to be waiting at the wrong one!
But hang on ... I’ll be arriving at about lunch time ... and that’ll mean you have
to take time off work to pick me up. You really mustn’t do that.
Look ... we’re not all that busy at work and if there’s a problem I can text you
when you arrive and you can take a taxi.
OK .
There’s a really good company called Q2 Pantera.
Can you spell that?
It’s P-A-N-T-E-R-A. They have a stand at the airport ... you can’t miss it ... and
they’re really reliable.
Great, thanks ... how far are you from the airport?
About forty minutes.
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And you’re near the city centre, aren’t you?
We’re Q3 East of it actually ... don’t tell the driver city centre because you’ll
really get caught up in traffic!
Tanya:
OK! And I’ll make sure I carry your address with me. Now have you
got my mobile ... um ... cell phone number?
Simon:

Yes, you sent it last month.

Tanya:
But I tell you what ... I don’t think I’ve got yours ... I’d better have it
now, just in case.
Simon:
OK ... and I changed it recently anyway. Ready? It’s Q4 zero seven
seven six five, three two eight, four double one.
Thanks. Now, what should I pack ... ?
Well, all the usual ... casual clothes mainly. Though you’d better bring an
evening dress. We’ll be having at least one fancy dinner at a Q5 hotel
restaurant.
Now, when you’re coming, unfortunately the weather’s not going to be brilliant.
I know, it’s the rainy season ... I’m bringing an umbrella.
We have tons of those ... so don’t pack one, but pack a Q6 raincoat . a good
one ‘cause we’ll try and get out for plenty of hikes.
OK, sure. Sounds super ... just what I love. And I’d better remember to pack my
sturdy walking Q7 shoes.
Excellent idea ... it’s pretty rugged round here ... so they have to be tough!
I can imagine. I’m so looking forward to getting out. Oh Simon, before I forget,
you recommended I read a book about your area .
Yeah.
What was the name again? I’d like to read it ... to get an idea of the history, etc.
It’s called ‘ Q8 Mountain Lives’ and it’s ...
Hang on ... I’m just writing it down ... OK.
... and it’s by Rex Campbell.
Great, I’ll try and get hold of that.
Well worth it.
Now the really important things are gifts.
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Oh don’t worry about that . just bring yourself .
I know but I’d like to get something for your parents. What about Janice ... I
know she loves English tea.
That’s very kind ... but she’s not drinking so much of that these days. But she’d
love some Q9 chocolate ... you know her favourite.
Oh yes ... that’d be nice ... I’ll do that. And Alec? Is he still into racing?
Very much so.
I was thinking of bringing a Q10 calendar ... you know, with horse-racing
pictures.
What a good idea ... he’d love that ...
Great . so that’s about it I think.
Yes, I think so . so you’ll send me your number .

SECTION 2
You will hear a podcast on Camber’s Theme Park.
Presenter: Welcome to Camber’s Park podcast. In the next few minutes, I’ll
tell you a little about the park and the amazing things we have to offer.
We like to think that Camber’s offers more than other theme parks. Like them,
we have a variety of exciting rides for people of all ages, but Q11 Camber’s
also places strong emphasis on the educational experience for its visitors ... not
boring facts but lots of interactive exhibits. Although it’s mainly an outdoor
experience, we do have some indoor activities if the weather gets too dreadful.
The park’s got a lovely well established feel, set in eighty acres of beautiful
countryside about three miles south of the tourist resort of Dulchester. The
park was set up in Q12 nineteen ninety seven by the Camber family but then
taken over by new owners in two thousand and four, who have maintained the
original vision of the Cambers. It has lots of old trees, hundreds of flower beds
and a gorgeous lake.
Camber’s has over forty- five different rides, exhibits and arcades. Q13 All but
one of these is free once you have paid your entrance fee (we charge a small
fee for our newest ride, to reduce the length of the queues). You don’t pay
anything for parking. A family ticket - for a family of four - works out at about
eight pounds per person, which is amazing value. Full details of current prices
are shown on our website, along with full details of rides, etc., and directions
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for getting to us.
We also have a number of special offers. For example, if you live locally, why
not join our Adventurers’ Club, which entitles you fifty percent off ticket prices
all year round, and a special ‘lane’ for all rides and exhibits which means
Q14 you don’t have to wait to get into any part of the park. See the Offers tab
on the website.
We’ve recently added a number of new exhibits to the park, and we’re
particularly proud of our Future Farm Zone, which houses over twenty different
species of animals, from chipmunks to dairy cows. Q15 The emphasis is on
getting near to the animals - all of them can be petted and you can buy food
for feeding the animals. Many of our younger visitors say that this is the high
point of their visit!
And speaking of food, don’t let the animals have all the fun. We have a total of
seven different catering outlets on the site. We’re open ten to five thirty all
year round and cold drinks and snacks can be bought at any time during
opening hours. And hot food is available most of the day in the Hungry Horse
cafe - Q16 from eleven until five - just half an hour before closing time.
Presenter: Now we want all our visitors to have an exciting time when they
come to the park but our first priority must be safety. Parents and guardians
know their children’s behaviour and capabilities. But here at the park we have
set certain conditions for each of the rides to ensure that all visitors get the
maximum enjoyment out of the experience and feel secure at all times. There
are four major rides at the park. Our newest ride is the River Adventure which
is designed to reproduce the experience of white-water rafting. No amount of
protective clothing would make any difference so only go on this ride if you’re
prepared to get wet! Children under eight can go on this ride, but Q17 all
under sixteens must have an adult with them.
Not all of our rides are designed for thrills and spills. Our Jungle Jim
rollercoaster is a gentler version of the classic loop the loop, specially created
for whole family enjoyment - from the smallest children to elderly
grandparents, suitable for all levels of disability and health conditions.
Carriages have comfortable seating for up to eight people, with Q18 safety
belts for each passenger which must be worn at all times. Sit back and enjoy
the scenery!
One of the best established and most popular of Camber’s rides is the massive
Swoop Slide. Whizz down the polished vertical slide nine metres in height and
scream to your heart’s content. There are no age or height restrictions. Be
careful though - Q19 you must have on long trousers so you won’t get any
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speed burns!
And then there’s the famous Zip Go-kart stadium with sixteen carts: eight for
single drivers and eight for kids preferring to ride along with mum, dad or carer.
Take part in high-speed races in our specially designed Formula One-style karts
- but no bumping other karts, please. Q20 All riders must be above one point
two metres because they have to be able to reach the pedals ... even in the
shared karts.
Full details of all safety features are available on our website at
www.Camberspark.com.
So come and make a day of it at Camber’s Theme Park!

SECTION 3
You will hear two business studies students discussing a presentation they’ll do
on an article on working effectively in groups.
So, Brad, what did you think of the article on group work?
Oh hi, Helen ... yeah it was pretty good ... with helpful pieces of advice on how
to make group work effective.
I think we were lucky to be given such a straightforward text to present at the
management skills seminar.
Yeah ... actually shall we discuss it now ... have you got time?
Sure ... it’s only a ten-minute presentation, so we just need to explain and then
give our views on the main points raised in the article.
I’ll jot down some notes ... Right.
So, there are three main sections. I suggest we start with listening.
Yeah ... effective listening in groups ... Q21 because it’s not something that’s
frequently covered on courses in our field ...
No ... and we should say that in the presentation.
Yeah ... And also effective listening’s pretty simple, you know, I don’t think it’s
hard to learn. Well ... people think it’s easy, but in my experience most of us
tend to be very lazy listeners. OK - I wouldn’t argue with that.
Something I do think we should Q22 emphasise is the power of the listener’s
posture, gestures, etc. in making speakers feel respected.
... not that you’re just waiting for them to finish.before jumping in with your
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own ideas ...
Ah ha.
Right ... the next section is on goal setting - let’s make sure we’re clear what
the article says on this.
Yeah - well, firstly it says that Q23 all group members must be given time to
explain their own goals.
... that’s it, yeah.
... and then did it say that the whole group should agree on common goals?
That’s a bit too strong. It’s more that everyone’s agendas should be equally
acceptable ... but it does say that goals have to be realistic, you know ......
Q24 achievable within a particular time?
You’ve got it. That’s really what the article’s saying. There isn’t really any point
in having ‘ideals’ if group members know they won’t come to anything within a
reasonable period ...
So ... I think a summary covering those points will be enough for that part of
the presentation, don’t you?
Yep ... Now the last section is about conflict resolution.
Actually, I thought it was the worst part of the article.
Me too .
I don’t think it went into sufficient detail on the issue.
Actually I thought it devoted too much space to it but that it was all rather
boring, you know.
Q25 It didn’t mention some of the more radical theories ... absolutely .I found
that really irritating.
Right ... and also I think Q26 it could have said more about conflict sometimes
being healthy in groups ...
Absolutely ... it just mentioned rather glibly about how we should avoid thinking
of winners and losers and that quick resolution of conflict is always desirable.
Brad:

Without explaining what these terms mean ... ?

Helen:
Well, it gives quite detailed definitions but doesn’t develop a
proper argument.
Brad:

Right ... So for the presentation, I think we just give some
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definitions and ...
Helen:
... and then explain what we felt were the weaknesses in the
article’s treatment of conflict
resolution.
Brad:

Yeah ... good.

Brad:
So, let’s think about what we have to prepare for the actual
presentation.
Helen:
Well, I suppose we’ll use PowerPoint ... but I’m hopeless at using
it, especially if it has any visuals. I really have to look into doing a course on it
because I know I’ll need it in the future.
Brad:
Don’t worry, I’m quite happy using PowerPoint and I’ll put it
together Q27 when everything else is Q27 ready.
Helen:

That’s a relief ... but, yes, do that later.

Brad:
OK. Now, I heard the tutor saying we have to include some well
chosen quotations from the article?
Helen:

I’m not sure if we do ... I’ll email him to find out.

Brad:
No need, Q28 I can just have a look at the specs he gave us when
he set the task ...
Helen:

That’ll be quicker.

Brad:
But the tutor definitely said we have to prepare a handout to go
with the talk ... I’m not really sure how we do that.
Helen:

Sarah did one last year ...

Brad:

Who’s she?

Helen:
She’s doing the same option as me on marketing. Q29 I’ll ask her
advice on what to include.
Brad:
Great. So that just leaves the bibliography at the end. I suppose
it’ll mainly be articles.
Helen:
later.

Yeah. So we’ll just look on the web ... and we can leave that till

Brad:

But we’ve been advised against that ...

Helen:

Well, we could have a look through some journals in the library.

Brad:

Q30 I think we should start by looking through module
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handbooks. I think that’ll give us some good leads.
Helen:

Yeah ... you’re probably right. So, that’s all the ...

SECTION 4
You will hear a lecturer talking to a group of engineering students about the
design of a greenhouse.
Lecturer:
Good afternoon. This is the first of a series of lectures I’ll be giving
about engineering for sustainable development. I’ll be presenting examples of
engineering projects from a variety of contexts, and today I’m going to talk
about a project to design a new kind of greenhouse for use in the Himalayan
mountain regions.
First of all, I’ll tell you about the problem which was the context for this project.
In the Himalayan mountains, fresh vegetables and other crops can only be
grown outside for about ninety days, during the summer, because the altitude
of the region is around three thousand five hundred metres, and because the
Q31 rainfall is so low. In winter, temperatures fall below minus twenty-five
degrees celcius, so fresh vegetables have to be imported. They arrive by truck
in summer or by Q32 air in winter, which makes them expensive. Local people
rely on dried leafy vegetables and stored root crops during the winter, and
rarely eat fresh vegetables.
But despite the sub-zero temperatures, the skies over the region are cloudless,
and there are over three hundred sunny days per year. So an engineering
solution was needed, to exploit the sun’s energy and protect locally produced
plants from Q33 freezing during winter. And in fact, there had been
programmes in the past to provide greenhouses, but these were
Q34 unsuccessful. The greenhouses weren’t adapted for local conditions, so
they tended to fall into disuse.
So, a few years ago, a project was initiated to design a better greenhouse, one
which would meet the criteria for sustainability.
Lecturer:
So, what are the criteria for sustainability? Well, first of all, the new
greenhouse is designed to be relatively simple, so construction is Q35 cheap.
Locally available materials are used wherever possible. The walls are generally
constructed of mud bricks, made locally, although in areas of high snow-fall
more resilient walls of stone are needed. Rammed earth is also used. The main
roof is generally made from locally available poplar wood, with water- resistant
local Q36 grass for the covering. In addition, the construction and
maintenance of the greenhouse is done by local craftsmen. So local stone
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masons are employed to build the greenhouse walls, and specialised training is
provided for them wherever necessary.
Then... the greenhouse is designed to run on Q37 solar power alone, there’s
no supplementary heating. And lastly, families are selected to own one of the
new greenhouses with great care. They have to have a Q38 site which is
suitable for constructing it on. They also have to be keen to make a success of
using it, and also to share the produce with the wider community through sale
or barter. Potential owners are taken to see existing greenhouses before they
make a final decision about having one.
So, those are the features which make the project sustainable. And now I’ll
briefly describe the design of the greenhouse. The greenhouses are orientated
very carefully along an East- West axis, so that there’s a long South-facing side.
The transparent cover on the Southfacing side is made from a heavy-duty
polythene, which should last for at least five years.
On the inside of the greenhouse, the Q39 walls are painted - the rear and
west-facing walls are black, to improve heat absorption, but the east-facing
wall is white to reflect the morning sunlight onto the crops inside. Finally,
there’s a door in the wall at one end, and vents are incorporated into the roof,
the door and the wall at the other end, to enable control of humidity and
prevent overheating.
I’ll turn now to the benefits which have resulted from the introduction of these
new greenhouses. These benefits are of various kinds, but for now I’ll just
mention the social benefits.
First of all, people who own a greenhouse gain social standing in their
communities, because they provide vegetables for the wider community, for
regular consumption as well as for festivals, and they also earn income.
Secondly, because in rural areas it is Q40 women who usually grow the food,
the greenhouses have increased their opportunities. They bring the benefits of
improved nutrition, and increased family income, from the sale of surplus
produce. And thirdly, as a result of their improved financial position, some
families can now afford to educate their children for the first time.
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